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The "society of mobile individuals" constitutes nowadays the horizon of geography's 
empirical inquiry. The problem of mobility and circulation, the differentiation of capacities 
of being mobile, the social norms about mobility, the problem of presence and absence, 
the hyperprecise spatio-temporal coordination of activities, the transforming processes 
of identities and alterities and the temporary practice of places are the prominent 
problems of such societies. Moreover, geographical mobility and multilocality of 
practices, people, objects raise issues in all the domains of society: new forms of leisure, 
new forms of organising family, new forms of working and new forms of trade-off 
between work places, leisure places, residences etc. arise. Three main questions can be 
raised: what are the societal conditions of multilocality? What are the consequences of 
presence/absence upon geographical places, individuals, families, corporations, public 
service, etc.? What are the practices of multi-locality?  
 
This problem is expressed here under the heading of “multilocality” because of the 
restrictive view of mobility studies on circulation, “space of flows”, “disembedding” where 
the questions of “re-embedding” and multilocal arrangements are neglected. Multilocality 
focuses as well on circulation as on immobility, on movement as on practising places.  
 
The following questions could be investigated more thoroughly: 
 
1. The question of the interrelations between the individual mobilities. How the different 
dis-placements are put together by the individuals, how do they develop a specific 
"mode of dwelling"? We would like to let behind the question of mobilities taken one by 
one, and raise the question of the linkages between the individual mobilities, for example 



between migration and tourism, work and leisure, migration and commuting. The aim is 
to reconstruct the individual systems of mobility and to understand how they are 
maintained. 
 
2. There is a lack of theoretical grounding, despite of the recognition that some of the 
main concepts (such as "migration", "tourism", "secondary homes", etc.) do no longer fit 
the empirical findings, because of the invention of new kinds of practices. Is the 
“secondary home” really “secondary”? Which concepts allow for an encompassing 
framing of those phenomena? The aim is to foster a theoretical and conceptual 
discussion in order to develop a more adequate toolbox for our empirical research.  
 
3. Geographical mobility is one of the elements that contribute to produce individuals 
with new characteristics of subjectivity, manners, behaviours, values, ethos, habitus, 
identities, emotions. It is our content that multilocality produces individuals of different 
quality than without multilocality. How those characteristics can be geographically 
described? To which extent practising multiple places is a challenge for personal and 
collective identities and the “production” of the contemporary individual. 
 
4. The questions of presence and absence is not only meaningful on the individual level 
but also on the societal level. How and where the civil society can be organised when 
people are present in other places than their residence place? How places respond to 
the massive influx of “secondary homes” in metropolises and tourist places? How the 
qualities of such places are transformed? How local services – waste and water 
management, retail trade, schools, crèches, restaurants and cafés – adapt to the 
temporary use of their facilities? 
 
5. How this circulation is being processed? Multilocality is not flux, but it is about “doing 
space” and coping with spatial dimensions. Which bodily techniques, spatial capital, 
skills, instruments, financial means, family support etc., allows for this performance? 
Which material elements – food, souvenirs, papers, furniture, etc. – are problematic in 
the multilocal arrangements of activities? How the digital instruments – mobile phone, 
laptop, Internet, e-mail etc. – are used to maintain multilocality?  
 
 
Please upload your abstract directly at the conference’s homepage (www.igc2012.org) 
with copy to Mathis Stock (mathis.stock@iukb.ch) and Michaela Schier (schier@dji.de). 
 
The deadline is the 15th of December, 2011. 


